Reticular synthesis (Yaghi et al., 2003) is producing a cornucopia of new crystalline materials due to the availability of a variety of structural units and linkers that can be combined in myriad ways to produce high-quality crystals. To harness the richness of this 'crystal engineering', simple representations of complex structures are needed to guide understanding and design (O'Keeffe & Yaghi, 2012) . In some cases topological features, such as minimum ring size, provide good guides to expected material properties, especially for nanoporous materials such as zeolites for catalytic applications. In this issue, building on a community effort dating back decades, Jean-Guillaume Eon (2016) reports on a finite 'quotient graph' representation of complex crystal structures, and demonstrates that this representation provides a significant reduction in graph complexity while preserving key topological properties such as minimum ring size.
tiled by a rectangular tile; however, it is useful to define the tile that leads to minimum transitivity and this tiling is called the natural tiling, which is conjectured to be unique. Transitivity indicates the complexity of the crystal structure with structures having minimum transitivity [1111] , such as pcu, being the simplest. Nets that can be tiled (embedded) The representation of crystal structures by nets provides a useful framework for thinking about the design of new materials. The net representation can also be used for more quantitative characterization of proposed new materials through calculation of embeddings and topological properties. Several software packages are available for this purpose, including GavrogSystre (http://www.gavrog.org) and ToposPro (Blatov et al., 2014) . Since topological properties only depend on connectivity, the concept of distance in a graph plays a key role. In graph theory the distance between two vertices is the minimum number of edges that must be crossed in order to go from one vertex to the other, which is called the minimum path between the two vertices. A closely related concept is that of a simple cycle, which is the minimal number of edges that must be crossed, without repeated vertices or edges, in order to return to the same vertex. A circuit is similar, except that repeated vertices are allowed. In the chemistry and physics communities the term 'ring' is frequently used when referring to analogous objects, which can lead to some confusion as the term 'ring' in mathematics has a different meaning.
The quotient-graph representation of a net described in the article by Eon is a minimal representation, yet it contains full information about the net. Fig. 1 illustrates different ways of representing two crystal polymorphs of SiO 2 (-quartz and coesite). The left-hand two images are the traditional atomic structures, the middle two figures are the networks with a minimum tiling from RCSR and the righthand two figures are the quotient graphs. The quotient graph is found by identifying the set of unique vertices in the net, and then identifying the unique edges that connect them. In order that the planar graphs in the right-hand figures can be used to reconstruct a 3D net, 'voltages' are associated with each edge. The voltage of the edge indicates the direction of the edge in three-dimensional Euclidean space. In the middle and righthand figures the oxygen linkers are replaced by an edge between the silicon atoms at their end points. The quotient graph clearly gives a neat summary of several key features of the crystal structure, for example the number of unique vertices (edges) in the nets is 3(6) for -quartz and 8(16) for coesite. Of more interest, however, is the fact that ring structure is also evident in the quotient graph, where for quartz there are three fundamental 6-rings, while in coesite there are four fundamental 4-rings and two fundamental 6-rings, up to translation. In more complex crystal structures, such as zeolites, identification of ring size is important and a quotient-graph analysis is clearly useful for this purpose. The compact form of quotient graphs leads to possible classification schemes based on them, as well as their use in the prediction of crystal structures with desirable ring designs, coordination sequences and other topological properties. The article by Eon provides an accessible and convincing introduction to this relatively under-utilized approach to combinatorial materials design. 
